
 

 
 
 
 
 

Rapid, Microwave Assisted Synthesis of Uniform Silver Nanoparticles 

 

Silver nanoparticles have gained recent attention as catalysts, electronic nanodevices, and as antimicrobials in 

medical devices.  With this expanding technology, comes increased emphasis on inventing sustainable and 

greener chemical processes.   Typically, silver nanoparticles have been produced by chemical solution processes 

involving harsh chemical reducing agents, capping agents, and organic solvents with reaction times ranging from 

30 min to 12 h and temperatures up to 350 oC.  Recently, Professor Shu-Hong Yu and co-workers at the University 

of Science and Technology of China have developed a rapid and environmentally benign synthesis of silver 

nanoparticles using the CEM Discover® microwave synthesizer with 80 mL vessel, Figure 1.1 

 

 

Figure 1.  Discover microwave synthesizer with 80 mL vessel option 

 

Reaction conditions are shown in Scheme 1.   Silver nitrate was heated in water with microwave irradiation to     

150 oC, and held there for ten seconds.  L-Lysine and L-arginine were used as mild, renewable, and nontoxic 

reducing agents while dextrin (soluble starch) was employed as a surfactant.  All aspects of this technique employ 

environmentally friendly reagents, and best of all, uniform, monodispersed silver nanoparticles were produced in 

ten seconds.  The average sizes with L-lysine and L-arginine were 26.3 and 26.7 nm in diameter respectively. 

 
Scheme 1.  Green synthesis of silver nanoparticles 
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TEM images of the silver nanoparticles synthesized via conventional heating (Figure 2a,b) and microwave 

irradiation (Figure 2c) indicate the incredible difference in nanoparticle quality and uniformity.  Uniform 

nanoparticles were recovered after 10 seconds of heating with microwave irradiation at 150 oC.  Longer heating 

times were required using an oil bath.  Nanoparticles were formed after one hour (minimum) of heating 

conventionally, but the resulting particles were not uniform in dimension and they were polydisperesed.  The 

authors theorized that induced rotational motion from the microwave irradiation enhanced the dissolution of silver 

cations from the polar water solvent, allowing for rapid nucleation and controlled propagation.   

 

 

Figure 2.  Silver nanoparticles prepared using L-lysine at 150 
o
C for a) 1h conventional heating b) 2h conventional heating, c) 10 s 

microwave heating.
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Microwave irradiation has become widely used as a rapid heating method for the synthesis of inorganic 

nanoparticles due to the direct activation of the inorganic precursors which causes an increased kinetics of 

nucleation and promotes particle uniformity and monodispersity.  More specifically, microwave irradiation has 

become a powerful tool in the “green” synthesis of silver nanoparticles.  Many examples now exist that show how 

microwave irradiation leads to high quality, monodispersed, size controllable nanoparticle synthesis, even with 

environmentally benign solvents and reducing/protecting agents.3   Professor Yu and co-workers applied their new 

silver nanoparticle technology into self-assembled multilayer films for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy 

studies.4 
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